[Information analysis of neurocytes of various peripheral ganglia, and critical periods of their differentiation].
Calculation of the informatory parameters of entropy and redundancy performed, taking as a base nuclear-cytoplasmic relations of neurocytes in the inferior ganglion of the vagus nerve, in the superior ganglion and in the interorganic ganglia of the respiratory tube, demonstrated certain interconnection of the integral characteristics obtained with some stages of the neuronal morphological differentiation. Periods of an abrupt reduction in the redundant information up to the minimal values which goes in parallel with an increasing entropy on the 2d-4th months of embryogenesis (taking into account heterochronia in the development of various ganglia) are considered as some critical periods in the neuron development when it passes to the stage of growth (the first critical period) and to the stage of maturation (the second critical period). Their existence is regarded in connection with the hierarchical joining of the vascular and neural trophic types of the vegetative ganglia. A supposition is made on a dependence of the specific neuronal differentiation on the epigenetic factors of morphogenesis.